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Four classes of spaces are considered, all generalizing quasi-k spaces. The implications among 
these classes under the assumptions that the spaces are Hausdorff, regular, and normal xe briefly 
discussed. A regular relatively bi-quasi-k space which is not quasi-k is constructed, answering a 
question of Olson. The continuum hypothesis is used to construct a relatively quasi-k space that is 
not quasi-k. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with four classes of spaces, and the effect of separation 
axioms on these classes. All four classes will be defined in Section 2 in terms of 
S-sequences, a concept introduced in [ 11. 
The best known of the four classes i  the class of quasi-k spaces. This class, studied 
in [2] and [3] among other places, is precisely the class of quotient images of locally 
countably compacx spaces. 
Relatively quasi-k spaces generalize quasi-k spaces along the lines introduced in 
[4]. These are precisely the quotient images of locally conditionally compact spaces 
(this can be proved using the techniques of [ 11). A s!et S c X is conditionally compact 
if every infinite subvet of S has an accumula.tion point in X. X is Iocally conditiond~y 
compact if ever) point has a conditionally compact neighborhood. 
The class of sequentially quasi-l: spaces was introduced in [l]. This class it; 
precisely the class of quotient images of M-spaces (without assuming any separation 
axioms) and also precisely the class of quotient images Inf strict-y spaces. 
The fourth class to be considered isthe class of sequentially 4 spaces. These spaces 
are precisely the quotient images of q-spaces. 
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In Section 2, the definitions of these four classes of spaces will be given, as well as 
the implications that hold among these classes regardless ofseparation axioms. Also, 
the non-trivial relationships ivhich hold among t e classes when restricted to 
Nausdorff, regular, and normal spaces are summarized. 
A regular sequentially q space which is not relatively quasi-k will be constructed in 
Section 3. 
In section 4, the continuum hypothesis will be used to construct aregu 
quasi-k space that is not quasi-k. 
efinitions ad relationshi 
efinition Zl. If (Sj) is a nested sequence of subezts of a topological space X, and 
S c X9 then [Si) is an S-sequeplce if, whenever (sl j is a sequence of points with si E Si, 
then (Si) has an acct:mulation point in S. 
Definition 2.2. A space X is quasi-k if, whenever C c X is not closed, thez-e is a 
point p E c - C and a set T c C such that p E F and if z = T for all i, then (‘1”;) (i.e. 
the constant sequence (T)) is an S-sequence for some countably compact 5’~ X. 
Note. The original d.:finition of quasi-k spaces given in [3] is equivalent o the one 
given here. The proof is routine. 
efinition 2.3. A space X is relatively quasi-k if, whenever C is not closed, there is a 
point p E c - C and a set T c C such that p E F and the constant sequence (T) is an 
X-sequence. 
efinition 2,4. A space .‘X is sequerrtiak’y quasi-k if, whenever C is not closed, there 
is a point p E C - C and a nested sequence (SJ with Si c C and p E $ for each i, and 
(Si) is an S-sequence for some countably compact S c X. 
Definition 2.5. A space X is sequenticzlly q if, whenever C is not closed, there is a 
point p E c - C and a nested sequence (Si) with Si c C and p E Si for each i, and (S,) k 
an X-sequence. 
The following implications are immediate from the definitions: 
(a) If X is sequentially quasi-k, then X is sequentially q. 
(b) If X is relatively quasi-k, then X is sequentially q. 
(c) If X is quasi-k, then X is sequentially quasi-k. 
(d) If X is quasi-k, then X is relatively quasi-k. 
In general, there are ire implications among the four classes of spaces other than 
the trivial dnes listed above. This remairis true even if we limit ourselves to Hausdorff 
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spaces. En particular, there are Hausdorff spaces of each of the following types: 
(i) A sequentially 9 space that is neither relatively ‘quasi-k nor sequentially 
quasi-k. 
(ii) A relatively quasi-k space that is not sequentially quasi-k. 
(iii) A sequentially quasi-k space that is not relatively quasi-k. 
(iv) A space that is both sequentially quasi-k and relatively quasi-k but not 
quasi-k. 
The situation for regular spaces i  different. In [ 1, Theorem 5.71, Olson proved that 
every regular sequentially quasi-k space is actually quasi-k. Thus there cannot be 
regular examples of types (iii) or (iv) above. For regular spaces, the relationships 
among the classes reduce to the two implications below: 
quasi-k =$ relatively quasi-k =$ sequentially q
In the next section, a regular space of type (i) is constructed. In Section 4, we prove 
that it is consistent that there is a regular space of type (Eij. 
If X is normal, and (Si) is an X-sequence, ihen n gi (i E o) is countably coml3ac.t 
[4, Lemma 2.71. Thus for normal spaces, all four classes coincide. 
3. A regular sequentially 4 space that is not relatively quasi-k 
We will define a O-dimensional, first countable topology on (ti2 x w1 x c, where c is 
the continuum. The space X will then be constructed by adjoining one additional 
point. 
Let LJ be the collection of all infinite subsets of w >< w that can be arranged so that 
both the first coordinates and the second coordinates form strictly increasing 
sequences. Let C c D be a maximal collection of almost disjoint elements of D with 
ICI = c. Enumerate C in order type c, so that C = (s,: y < c). Suppose ((Y, p, 7)~ 
wax w1 XC. If cf(a)# o or cf@)# o, let {(a, p, y)} be an open set. If cf(a)= o and 
cE( p) = O, choose a sequence a 1 c a2 c 0 . - of successor dinals converging to a and 
a sequence Pt < & < l 0 l of successors converging to p. Let 
Ci,j(a, P)= [ah ai+lJx [pi, pi+l)?<C* 
Define a basic open set around (a, /3, y) to be ((u, p, y) together with the union of all 
but a finite number of the sets G’,j(a, ,@l) with (i, j)~ s,. To show this actual!& defines a 
base for a topolc+,y, we must show that if (a’, /3’, y’) E Gi,j(a, @), then there is a basic 
open set around (a’, p’, y’) contained in Gi,j(a, p). If cf(a’) f 4r) or cf(P’) Z cc’, then 
((a’, /3’, y’)} is open. If cf(a’) = m and cf@‘) = o, then a’ 3 ai and p’> &. So there is 
an a:, >aj and &, >&. But then GJa’, /3’)~ Gi,j(a, p) for all (p, q)E S,S where 
p > m and 4 > n, therefore for a 1 but finitely many (p, q)E s+ 
Similar arguments shtow that these basic en sets ,are also closed. Thus we have: a 
O-dimensional, first countable topology on ec)$ w; Xc. For each a, [&Q~c is 
closed and discrete, and for each 0, o2 X {p} X c is closed and discrete. 
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If Q! E 02, /3 E ol, and both QI and fl are successor ordinals, t en [a, 02) X [/3,ot) X c 
is both open and closed. 
Let ,x = o2 x o1 x c u (p}, where p is a new point, and let the open and closed sets 
[a, 02) x [ p, wl) x c u {p}, where both cw and /3 are successors, be the basic open sets 
around 4. 
X is not a relatively quasi-k space, since p E cl(X w(p)). However, if 7’ c X - {p 
and p E ?: then IT] 2 ~2 > wl. Thus T contains infinitely many points with the same 
second coordinate, so (T) is not an X-sequence. 
X is a sequentially 4 space. In fact, we prove the stronger esult that X is actually a 
reiatively bi-quasi-k space (see [l] or [4] for the definition). Since every point of X 
other than p has a countable base, we need only concern ourselves with filter bases 
accumulating at p. Suppose % is a filter base accumulating at p. Extend ZF to an 
ultrafilter .F’ containing the open sets around il. We use the following fact about 
ultrafilters on products: 
Fact. If $I is an ultrafilter on A x B, then the projections of the sets of 3 onto the first 
factor form an ultrafilter Y?1 on A, and the projections of the sets of % onto the second 
factor form an ultrafilter %2 on B. Also, if G1 E 31 and GEE 32, then G1 x GEE 3. 
Let 9, be the ultrafilter of the projections of the sets of w on 02, and 33 be the 
ultrafilter of the projections of the sets of F on WI. Since 02 and 01 are not 
measurable cardinals (see [2, Lemma 10.141) there are nested sets Ai E $1 for i E o, 
ancl~estedsetsBiE~2foriEosuchthatnAigiEo)=IbandnBi(i~o)=0.Let 
Ti = Ai X Bi X C. Then Ti E 9’. SO (T,) meshes with 9, p E Fi for each i, and (11;) is an 
X-sequence. Thus X is a regular ela’ively bi-quasi-k space that is not quasi-k. This 
answers negatively the question posed in [4, Problem 2.91. 
4. A regular relatively quasi4 space that is rrot quasi-k 
We will use the continuum hypothesis to construct a O-dimensional, first count- 
able, locally compact, Hausdorff topology on X = 02 x CB) (=c’ x o) with the follow- 
ing properties: 
erty 1. Each point ((Y, n) has a countable nested base Co@, n)~ cl@, n)~ 
9 l 9 with each Ci(a, n) open, closed, countable and compact. 
For each (a, n)c X, C&q n& ((0, n)}ua x n. 
l If (Pi) (‘E I I o is an incrzasing sequence in 02 and if n E w, then the 
sequence ((pi, n )I has an accumulation point (p, m) in 
. If cf(a)#w, flzol*a ard new, then Ci(P,n), bw1 *arXor=P) for 
solnei~~.If,inaddition,B<ol*(ai!+1),thenGo(F,n)nol~~xo=8. 
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The space Y will be constructed by adjoining one additional point to X. 
oitman has pointed out that Martin’s Axiom can alscj be used to construct this 
topology. 
We will define neighborhoods C’i(a, n) by induction. Suppose p < w1 and that 
Ci(r, n) has been defined for all i, n E w and for all y c o1 l a + p. If cf(a!) = W, choose 
a sequence of successor ordinals LYO < cy 1 < l l l such that sup(ai) = CY. 
Let 9, be the set of sequences ((n, n))such that n E w and if i c j, then o1 . a s yi < 
yi < 01 l [a + 1). If cf(a!) = o, then let 92 be the set of sequences ((n, n )i such that 
nE0,andifi<jthenol~ai<_ri<yi<ol*ar. 
If cf(cr ) # o, let 9 = 9, and if cf(ar ) = w, let 9’= y1 3 9’2. Enumerate these 
sequences, using CH, in a manner so that for some set A c wls 
We are about to define C’i(ol- a +p, n). If p& A or if p E A and SO has a limit 
point in 01 0 a +p X0, let Ci(Ol l Q! +p, n)=((wl 9 a +/3, n)} for all i, n E 0. 
Suppose then, that p E A and SO does not already have a limit point in w 1 l a + p x 
w. Let Ss = ((&, m)). Define Ci(ol l a +/3, n) = {(ol l cy -t & n)} for all i, n E w such 
thatn#m+1.WewilldefineCi(ol*ar+~,m+1)s~that(wl~a+~,m+1)isa 
limit point of SB. 
Look at %={C ( 0 01 l a + y, n): n E w, y < ,3}. Since 8 is countable, relabel the 
elements of g = {C(l), C(2), . . .}. By the induction hypothesis, each C(i) is an open, 
closed, countable, compact subset of CL) 1*(~+&~~.Ifcf(a!)#w,thenC(i)no~-ax 
0 =0. 
Since SB does not have a limit point, Ss n C(i) is finite for each i. Inductively define 
Fi to be Ck( pi, m) for some k satisfying these conditions. 
(i) If j<i, then FinFj=P). 
(ii) If j < i and (pi, m)& C(j), then F n C(j) = 8. 
(iii) If cf(c;u) =~,thenFinwl*~~ix~=@. 
Define C&~l*a!+&m+l)={( ol*cu+p, m+l)}u UFi (i<+tu). Each Fj is 
compact, so it can be routinely verified that Properties 1, 2, and 4 are satisfied for 
C’i(ml l a -k/3, m + 1). Note that the above conditions insure that for each (y, n)E 
01 l a + /3 x w, the compact neighborhood Co(y, n) is disjoint from u Fj (i c j c o) 
for some a’ c 0. 
This completes the inductive definition of the sets Ci(a, n) for i, n E o and a! E 02. 
These sets form a base for a topology on X satisfying Property 1, Property 2, 
Property 3, and Property 4. 
Let Y -2 X u {p), where p is a new point. Let basic open sets around p be sets of the 
form [CC?,: l a, top) x w u {p} where cf(cu) # w. By Property 2 and Property 4, these sets 
are closed and open. 
Notice that countTL1 i;rv.‘; compact subsets of Y must be countable. Forgupposc there 
were an uncountable countably compact subset A c Y. Them A nw2 X (~0) is 
uncountable for some no. Thus Property 3 and Property 2 imply that A n 02 X (no) 
as uncountably many limit points, so n to2 x (nl} is uncountable for some n I Z 00. 
6 
Continue definius d sequert,, .= *tip) wch that A n U_Q A(Q) is uncountable, thus 
non-empty, for each i and if i <j5 t2m1 ~,i < IQ. Howler, a sequence (si) with 
si E 0~2 X {ni} odd not have a knit ~O~PAB, by Property 2. 
Therefore Y is not quasi-k. Howeve.* if p E 6 c I* then p E cl@ n ~2 X (n) j for 
SQIIE n, and by Property 3, (S n CI; .)h in}) is a constant X-sequence. Thus Y is 
rekively quasi-k. 
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